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INTRODUCTION 

        

A horn antenna or microwave horn is an antenna that consists of a flaring metal waveguide 

shaped like a horn to direct radio waves in a beam. Horns are widely used as antennas at UHF 

and microwave frequencies, above 300 MHz. They are used as feed antennas (called feed 

horns) for larger antenna structures such as parabolic antennas, as standard calibration 

antennas to measure the gain of other antennas, and as directive antennas for such devices as 

radar guns, automatic door openers, and microwave radiometers. Their advantages are 

moderate directivity, low standing wave ratio (SWR), broad bandwidth, and simple 

construction and adjustment. 

One of the first horn antennas was constructed in 1897 by Indian radio researcher Jagadish 

Chandra Bose in his pioneering experiments with microwaves. In the 1930s the first 

experimental research (Southworth and Barrow, 1936) and theoretical analysis (Barrow and 

Chu, 1939) of horns as antennas was done. The development of radar in World War 2 

stimulated horn research to design feed horns for radar antennas. The corrugated horn 

invented by Kay in 1962 has become widely used as a feed horn for microwave antennas 

such as satellite dishes and radio telescopes. 

An advantage of horn antennas is that since they have no resonant elements, they can operate 

over a wide range of frequencies, a wide bandwidth. The usable bandwidth of horn antennas 

is typically of the order of 10:1, and can be up to 20:1 (for example allowing it to operate 

from 1 GHz to 20 GHz). The input impedance is slowly varying over this wide frequency 

range, allowing low voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) over the bandwidth. The gain of 

horn antennas ranges up to 25 dBi, with 10 - 20 dBi being typical. 

Description 

 

Pyramidal horn antennas for a variety of frequencies. They have flanges at the top to attach to 

standard waveguides. 
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A horn antenna is used to transmit radio waves from a waveguide (a metal pipe used to carry 

radio waves) out into space, or collect radio waves into a waveguide for reception. It typically 

consists of a short length of rectangular or cylindrical metal tube (the waveguide), closed at 

one end, flaring into an open-ended conical or pyramidal shaped horn on the other end. The 

radio waves are usually introduced into the waveguide by a coaxial cable attached to the side, 

with the central conductor projecting into the waveguide to form a quarter-wave monopole 

antenna. The waves then radiate out the horn end in a narrow beam. In some equipment the 

radio waves are conducted between the transmitter or receiver and the antenna by a 

waveguide; in this case the horn is attached to the end of the waveguide. In outdoor horns, 

such as the feed horns of satellite dishes, the open mouth of the horn is often covered by a 

plastic sheet transparent to radio waves, to exclude moisture. 

How it works 

 

Corrugated conical horn antenna used as a feed horn on a Hughes Direcway home satellite 

dish. A transparent plastic sheet covers the horn mouth to keep out rain. 

A horn antenna serves the same function for electromagnetic waves that an acoustical horn 

does for sound waves in a musical instrument such as a trumpet. It provides a gradual 

transition structure to match the impedance of a tube to the impedance of free space, enabling 

the waves from the tube to radiate efficiently into space. 

If a simple open-ended waveguide is used as an antenna, without the horn, the sudden end of 

the conductive walls causes an abrupt impedance change at the aperture, from the wave 

impedance in the waveguide to the impedance of free space, (about 377 ohms). When radio 

waves travelling through the waveguide hit the opening, this impedance-step reflects a 

significant fraction of the wave energy back down the guide toward the source, so that not all 

of the power is radiated. This is similar to the reflection at an open-ended transmission line or 

a boundary between optical mediums with a low and high index of refraction, like at a glass 

surface. The reflected waves cause standing waves in the waveguide, increasing the SWR, 

wasting energy and possibly overheating the transmitter. In addition, the small aperture of the 
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waveguide (less than one wavelength) causes significant diffraction of the waves issuing 

from it, resulting in a wide radiation pattern without much directivity. 

To improve these poor characteristics, the ends of the waveguide are flared out to form a 

horn. The taper of the horn changes the impedance gradually along the horn's length.This acts 

like an impedance matching transformer, allowing most of the wave energy to radiate out the 

end of the horn into space, with minimal reflection. The taper functions similarly to a tapered 

transmission line, or an optical medium with a smoothly varying refractive index. In addition, 

the wide aperture of the horn projects the waves in a narrow beam. 

The horn shape that gives minimum reflected power is an exponential taper. Exponential 

horns are used in special applications that require minimum signal loss, such as satellite 

antennas and radio telescopes. However conical and pyramidal horns are most widely used, 

because they have straight sides and are easier to design and fabricate. 

Radiation pattern  

 

Small aperture-limited horn, used as a feed horn in a radio telescope for millimeter waves. 

The waves travel down a horn as spherical wavefronts, with their origin at the apex of the 

horn, a point called the phase center. The pattern of electric and magnetic fields at the 

aperture plane at the mouth of the horn, which determines the radiation pattern, is a scaled-up 

reproduction of the fields in the waveguide. Because the wavefronts are spherical, the phase 

increases smoothly from the edges of the aperture plane to the center, because of the 

difference in length of the center point and the edge points from the apex point. The 

difference in phase between the center point and the edges is called the phase error. This 

phase error, which increases with the flare angle, reduces the gain and increases the 

beamwidth, giving horns wider beamwidths than similar-sized plane-wave antennas such as 

parabolic dishes. 

At the flare angle, the radiation of the beam lobe is down about -20 dB from its maximum 

value. As the size of a horn (expressed in wavelengths) is increased, the phase error increases, 

giving the horn a wider radiation pattern. Keeping the beamwidth narrow requires a longer 
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horn (smaller flare angle) to keep t

the aperture size of practical horns to about 15 wavelengths; larger apertures would require 

impractically long horns. This limits the gain of practical horns to about 1000 (30 dBi) and 

the corresponding minimum beamwidth

Types 

Stack of sectoral 

Below are the main types of horn antennas. Horns can have different flare angles as well as 

different expansion curves (elliptic, hyperbolic, etc.) in the E

making possible a wide variety of different beam profiles.

Pyramidal horn  (a, right) –

pyramid, with a rectangular cross section. They are a common type, used with rectangular 

waveguides, and radiate linearly polarized radio waves. 

Sectoral horn – A pyramidal horn with on

parallel. It produces a fan-shaped beam, which is narrow in the plane of the flared sides, but 

wide in the plane of the narrow sides. These types are often used as feed horns for wide 

search radar antennas.  

E-plane horn (b) – A sectoral horn flared in the direction of the electric or 

waveguide. 

H-plane horn (c) – A sectoral horn flared in the direction of the magnetic

waveguide. 

                                                                                                                             

horn (smaller flare angle) to keep the phase error constant. The increasing phase error limits 

the aperture size of practical horns to about 15 wavelengths; larger apertures would require 

impractically long horns. This limits the gain of practical horns to about 1000 (30 dBi) and 

beamwidth to about 5 - 10°. 

 

 

Stack of sectoral feed horns for air search radar antenna

are the main types of horn antennas. Horns can have different flare angles as well as 

different expansion curves (elliptic, hyperbolic, etc.) in the E-field and H

making possible a wide variety of different beam profiles. 

– a horn antenna with the horn in the shape of a four

pyramid, with a rectangular cross section. They are a common type, used with rectangular 

waveguides, and radiate linearly polarized radio waves.  

A pyramidal horn with only one pair of sides flared and the other pair 

shaped beam, which is narrow in the plane of the flared sides, but 

wide in the plane of the narrow sides. These types are often used as feed horns for wide 

A sectoral horn flared in the direction of the electric or 

A sectoral horn flared in the direction of the magnetic

                                                                                                                                                     7 

he phase error constant. The increasing phase error limits 

the aperture size of practical horns to about 15 wavelengths; larger apertures would require 

impractically long horns. This limits the gain of practical horns to about 1000 (30 dBi) and 

for air search radar antenna 

are the main types of horn antennas. Horns can have different flare angles as well as 

field and H-field directions, 

a horn antenna with the horn in the shape of a four-sided 

pyramid, with a rectangular cross section. They are a common type, used with rectangular 

ly one pair of sides flared and the other pair 

shaped beam, which is narrow in the plane of the flared sides, but 

wide in the plane of the narrow sides. These types are often used as feed horns for wide 

A sectoral horn flared in the direction of the electric or E-field in the 

A sectoral horn flared in the direction of the magnetic or H-field in the 
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Conical horn (d) – A horn in the shape of a cone, with a circular cross section. They are used 

with cylindrical waveguides. 

Exponential horn (e) – A horn with curved sides, in which the separation of the sides 

increases as an exponential function of length. Also called a scalar horn, they can have 

pyramidal or conical cross sections. Exponential horns have minimum internal reflections, 

and almost constant impedance and other characteristics over a wide frequency range. They 

are used in applications requiring high performance, such as feed horns for communication 

satellite antennas and radio telescopes. 

Corrugated horn – A horn with parallel slots or grooves, small compared with a 

wavelength, covering the inside surface of the horn, transverse to the axis. Corrugated horns 

have wider bandwidth and smaller sidelobes and cross-polarization, and are widely used as 

feed horns for satellite dishes and radio telescopes. 

Dual-mode conical horn – (The Potter horn) This horn can be used to replace the corrugated 

horn for use at sub-mm wavelengths where the corrugated horn is lossy and difficult to 

fabricate. 

Diagonal horn – This simple dual-mode horn superficially looks like a pyramidal horn with 

a square output aperture. On closer inspection, however, the square output aperture is seen to 

be rotated 45° relative to the waveguide. These horns are typically machined into split blocks 

and used at sub-mm wavelengths.  

Ridged horn – A pyramidal horn with ridges or fins attached to the inside of the horn, 

extending down the center of the sides. The fins lower the cutoff frequency, increasing the 

antenna's bandwidth. 

Septum horn – A horn which is divided into several subhorns by metal partitions (septums) 

inside, attached to opposite walls. 

Aperture-limited horn  – a long narrow horn, long enough so the phase error is a negligible 

fraction of a wavelength, so it essentially radiates a plane wave. It has an aperture efficiency 

of 1.0 so it gives the maximum gain and minimum beamwidth for a given aperture size. The 

gain is not affected by the length but only limited by diffraction at the aperture. Used as feed 

horns in radio telescopes and other high-resolution antennas. 

Optimum horn  
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Corrugated horn antenna with a bandwidth of 3.7 to 6 GHz designed to attach to SMA 

waveguide feedline. This was used as a feedhorn for a parabolic antenna on a British military 

base. 

 

Exponential feed horn for 85 ft Cassegrain spacecraft communication antenna at NASA's 

Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex. 

For a given frequency and horn length, there is some flare angle that gives minimum 

reflection and maximum gain. The internal reflections in straight-sided horns come from the 

two locations along the wave path where the impedance changes abruptly; the mouth or 

aperture of the horn, and the throat where the sides begin to flare out. The amount of 

reflection at these two sites varies with the flare angle of the horn (the angle the sides make 

with the axis). In narrow horns with small flare angles most of the reflection occurs at the 

mouth of the horn. The gain of the antenna is low because the small mouth approximates an 

open-ended waveguide. As the angle is increased, the reflection at the mouth decreases 

rapidly and the antenna's gain increases. In contrast, in wide horns with flare angles 

approaching 90° most of the reflection is at the throat. The horn's gain is again low because 

the throat approximates an open-ended waveguide. As the angle is decreased, the amount of 

reflection at this site drops, and the horn's gain again increases. 

This discussion shows that there is some flare angle between 0° and 90° which gives 

maximum gain and minimum reflection. This is called the optimum horn. Most practical horn 

antennas are designed as optimum horns. In a pyramidal horn, the dimensions that give an 

optimum horn are:  
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For a conical horn, the dimensions that give an optimum horn are:  

where 

aE is the width of the aperture in the E-field direction 

aH is the width of the aperture in the H-field direction 

LE is the slant length of the side in the E-field direction 

LH is the slant length of the side in the H-field direction. 

d is the diameter of the cylindrical horn aperture 

L is the slant length of the cone from the apex. 

λ is the wavelength 

An optimum horn does not give maximum gain for a given aperture size; this is achieved by 

a very long horn (an aperture limited horn). It gives the maximum gain for a given horn 

length. Tables showing dimensions for optimum horns for various frequencies are given in 

microwave handbooks. 

 

Large pyramidal horn used in 1951 to detect the 21 cm (1.43 GHz) radiation from hydrogen 

gas in the Milky Way galaxy. Currently displayed at the Green Bank Observatory in Green 

Bank, West Virginia, USA. 

Gain  

Horns have very little loss, so the directivity of a horn is roughly equal to its gain. The gain G 

of a pyramidal horn antenna (the ratio of the radiated power intensity along its beam axis to 

the intensity of an isotropic antenna with the same input power) is:  

For conical horns, the gain is: where 

A is the area of the aperture, 

d is the aperture diameter of a conical horn 

λ is the wavelength, 

eA is a dimensionless parameter between 0 and 1 called the aperture efficiency, 
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The aperture efficiency ranges from 0.4 to 0.8 in practical horn antennas. For optimum 

pyramidal horns, eA = 0.511., while for optimum conical horns eA = 0.522. So an approximate 

figure of 0.5 is often used. The aperture efficiency increases with the length of the horn, and 

for aperture-limited horns is approximately unity. 

Horn-reflector antenna  

A type of antenna that combines a horn with a parabolic reflector is known as a Hogg-horn, 

or horn-reflector antenna, invented by Alfred C. Beck and Harald T. Friis in 1941  and further 

developed by David C. Hogg at Bell labs in 1961. It is also referred to as the "sugar scoop" 

due to its characteristic shape. It consists of a horn antenna with a reflector mounted in the 

mouth of the horn at a 45 degree angle so the radiated beam is at right angles to the horn axis. 

The reflector is a segment of a parabolic reflector, and the focus of the reflector is at the apex 

of the horn, so the device is equivalent to a parabolic antenna fed off-axis. The advantage of 

this design over a standard parabolic antenna is that the horn shields the antenna from 

radiation coming from angles outside the main beam axis, so its radiation pattern has very 

small side lobes. Also, the aperture isn't partially obstructed by the feed and its supports, as 

with ordinary front-fed parabolic dishes, allowing it to achieve aperture efficiencies of 70% 

as opposed to 55-60% for front-fed dishes. The disadvantage is that it is far larger and heavier 

for a given aperture area than a parabolic dish, and must be mounted on a cumbersome 

turntable to be fully steerable. This design was used for a few radio telescopes and 

communication satellite ground antennas during the 1960s. Its largest use, however, was as 

fixed antennas for microwave relay links in the AT&T Long Lines microwave network.[20][22] 

Since the 1970s this design has been superseded by shrouded parabolic dish antennas, which 

can achieve equally good sidelobe performance with a lighter more compact construction. 

Probably the most photographed and well-known example is the 15 meter (50 foot) long 

Holmdel Horn Antenna at Bell Labs in Holmdel, New Jersey, with which Arno Penzias and 

Robert Wilson discovered cosmic microwave background radiation in 1965, for which they 

won the 1978 Nobel Prize in Physics. Another more recent horn-reflector design is the cass-

horn, which is a combination of a horn with a cassegrain parabolic antenna using two 

reflectors.  

 First introduced in the late nineteenth century, horn antennas were found to be most useful in 

high frequency applications such as microwave transmission. The first recorded horn antenna 

to appear in an experiment was pyramidal horn used by J. Chunder Bose in 1897. In a lecture 

at the London’s Royal Institution, Bose performed a demonstration using the horn, which he 

referred to as a“collecting funnel” at an operating frequency of 60 GHz. Interest in horn 
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antennas dwindled at the turn of the century when Guglielmo Marconi successfully achieved 

the first transatlantic wireless transmission. At that time it became apparent that lower 

frequencies were better suited for long distance transmission, and the horn was inadequate for 

this purpose. This disinterest continued until World War II, when research and development 

focus shifted back to the microwave frequencies. 

         Today, we have different types of horn antennas are available for different applications 

such as broadband,ultra-wideband applications.In this project we have TEM Horn antenna for 

wideband/ultra-wideband applications. 

            Wideband antennas have received considerable attention to meet the current demand 

for a wide variety of applications, including electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

measurement, radar, detection systems, and broad-band communication systems. Bow-tie, 

log-periodic, spiral and double ridged antenna are some of the well established wideband 

antennas, which are extensively used for the aforementioned applications Specifically, 

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) horn antennas have been used as wideband antennas for 

various applications. Typical applications for these antennas include EMC experiments, 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Free-space Time-Domain (FTD) measurement systems, 

and feeds for relectors . 

        UWB antenna is one of the most important parts of a high-res-olution radar imaging 

system. Bow-tie, Vivaldi, spiral, double ridged and transverse electromagnetic (TEM) horn 

are exam-ples of UWB antennas that have been incorporated into many different radar 

systems. TEM horn antennas have been popular for a variety of applications, especially in 

UWB communica-tions and pulse radiation applications due to their characteristics including: 

UWB impedance matching, unidirectional radiation, low dispersion and low distortion  

The TEM horn antenna can be regarded as an impedance transformer made by a pair of 

parallel plates to match the impedance of the transmission line to the medium of propaga-

tion. Shaping the antenna plates to gradually transfer antenna input impedance to the medium 

of propagation impedance was first proposed . This transformation can be realized by using 

uniform exponential, Chebyshev, Hecken or elliptic profiles. 

Main-lobe fluctuations and notches in the radiation patterns at higher frequencies are 

problems with most of UWB TEM horn antennas, and can be problematic in many 

applications. Some approaches including removing parts of the antenna structure or changing 

the antenna shape are proposed  to mit-igate this problem. 

Need and Motivation 

Nowadays we need horn antennas because of following application:  
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Oil well Monitoring Applications 

Reservoir management is considered by geophysicists and petrophysicists as one of the most 

important tasks nowadays. The required information about formation evolution to make more 

informed decisions can be derived that refers to the impairment of petroleum per-meability 

by various adverse processes. Several methods have been used to monitor this phenomenon, 

specifically among them are ultrawideband (UWB) radar imaging techniques such as ground 

penetrating radar which offers a promising solution to the problem of monitoring 

underground reservoirs and material composition in boreholes and oil wells. 

For Ground Penetrating Radar(GPR) 

  A ground penetrating radar (GPR) system uses radar wavefields to investigate and evaluate 

a subsurface structure and properties of a ground. The propagated waves are reflected by a 

target or material in homogeneity and these reflections are recorded. The GPR system uses 

the received information to detect or to image hidden object and or to examine the interior 

composition of the underlying structures. It can be used in different grounds , which includes 

ground with soil, water, concrete, pavements and floors with multiple layers. The GPR is a 

dominant tool in different applications such as in archeology, forensics, non-destructive 

testing (NDT), location of anti-personal land mines and utilities. Several ultra-wide band 

antennas are used GPR applications including cone antenna, circular disc monopole antenna, 

bow-tie antenna,Vivalldi antenna,frequency independent antennas, and TEM double-ridged 

horn antenna. 

For Impulse Radar 

Wideband antennas have found many applications in radar and communication systems. As 

know a typical impulse radar system can be divided into three main sub-systems,i.e., the 

antenna,the transmitter-receiver,and the information display unit.Each has its specified task in 

the system. However, the one that normally needs particular attention is the antenna unit. The 

antennas for impulse radar need to fulfill a number of requirements in order to be considered 

suitable for such systems. The most important though is to have wideband characteristics 

with good directivity and radiation efficiency. Although there is a number of antennas that 

have been used in such systems,the most suitable one seems to be the TEM horn antenna.  

For Transient  Application 

For a short pulse excitation, more pulse energy is distributed in the relatively low frequency 

range than that in the high frequency range. Improving the low-frequency radiation, means 

the improvement of the radiation efficiency. However, the limited spatial volume of antennas 

is in contradiction with the request of low-frequency radiation. This motivated us to propose 
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a new method to design a UWB antenna with lower frequency at the low end of the 

frequency band without increasing the antenna size. In this paper, a novel UWB knife-shape 

TEM horn antenna is designed for launching a transient pluse, which has DC-1.2GHz 

bandwidth. 

A NOVEL DUAL-POLARIZED DOUBLE-RIDGED HORN ANTENNA F OR 

WIDEBAND APPLICATIONS 

  Dual-polarized antenna is widely used in communication systems such as ECM and DF 

system. In this paper a novel double-ridged horn antenna with dual polarization was 

introduced for 8–18 GHz. We have used five layers polarizer to provide dual polarizations 

performance of the double-ridged horn antenna. In order to achieve dual polarizations the 

strips width, strips spacing and layers distances were optimized. CST software was used for 

analysis of the designed antenna. The Eθ and Eϕ pattern of the designed antenna for the x-y 

plane and the y-z plane for various frequencies show that, the proposed antenna yields good 

performance for dual-polarizations application. Moreover, the antenna VSWR is less than 2 

over the operating frequency band which is necessary for UWB application. 

Design of Attenuated Horn Antenna to Receive High Power Pulse 

In this paper, researchers propose the new attenuated horn antenna configuration to measure 

high power pulse more than several hundred MW to avoid the RF break down in a short 

distance. The proposed antenna configuration is more compact and flexible to change 

attenuation level according to measurement ranges in comparison with high power 

measurement using high power attenuator. they designed the attenuated horn antenna with 

attenuation value about -96dB at 3GHz and -83dB at 10GHz. The proposed attenuated horn 

antenna is composed of a horn antenna, ridged waveguide and attenuated rectangular 

waveguide. they designed three sections individually and after designing, we combined three 

sections. they simulated the final antenna configuration for the performance verification. The 

proposed antenna configuration is applicable to receive high power microwave pulse 

effectively. 

The conclusion of this paper is summarized as, the new antenna configuration for high power 

pulse receiving is presented in this paper. We can control the attenuation gain by controlling 

the length of attenuated rectangular waveguide. Also, we applied the ridge waveguide for a 

very broad band. The goal of this antenna is to receive high power pulse about several GW, 

so we designed the antenna to avoid a surface breakdown at the wall. We carried out a 

numerical test and evaluation for the attenuated horn antenna. We designed the attenuated 

horn antenna with attenuation value about -96dB at 3GHz and -83dB at 10GHz. It is useful 
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for the high power microwave measurement system. 

          A Novel Ultra-wideband Knife-shape TEM Horn Antenna Design for Transient 

Application  

           As is well known, more pulse energy is distributed in the relatively low frequency range than 

that in the high frequency range for a short pulse excitation. However, it’s difficult to obtain a 

well low-frequency performance for the relatively limited spatial volume of antenna. Besides, 

the conventional knife-shape TEM horn antenna introduces some fluctuations in the main 

lobe radiation pattern over the center frequencies. In this paper, a new method is proposed to 

improve the aforementioned defects. A novel ultra-wideband(UWB) knife-shape TEM horn 

antenna is designed, which has simple construction, relatively small size and perfect 

performance for transient application. The simulation results show that the improved knife-

shape TEM horn antenna structure exhibits low VSWR as well as good radiation pattern over 

120 MHz -1250 MHz frequency band. 

            The summary of this paper is given as follows: A knife-shape TEM horn antenna with low-

frequency end of the band is designed by properly adjusting the horn section and balun 

structure. Despite of the conventional knife-shape TEM horn antenna which suffers from 

fluctuations in the radiation pattern’s main lobe over some part of frequency band, the 

modified antenna is shown to have a smooth shape, as well as low VSWR. To do this, a slot 

is introduced at the antenna aperture. The designed antenna has a small size and the simulated 

results verify that the designed knife-shape TEM horn antenna is an UWB antenna which can 

achieve our specific requirements. 

Design and Optimization of Ultra-Wideband TEM Horn Antennas for GPR 

Applications 

This paper presents the design and optimization of ultra-wideband (UWB) transverse 

electromagnetic (TEM) horn antennas for ground penetrating radar (GPR) applications. The 

numerical simulations of electromagnetic wave propagation are performed in the time 

domain for a preliminary and modified TEM horn antenna. The TEM horn antennas have 

some reflections and ringing which are not suitable for GPR applications. These effects are 

reduced by optimization of the antenna structure. The time domain characteristic and voltage 

standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the antennas are computed. The optimized TEM horn 

antenna is then modeled with the typical GPR environment with earth, and the hidden object 

inside the earth. The presented antenna can be used in the GPR systems to detect and image 

buried objects, and for the characterization of the non-homogeneous layered structure. 

The design and optimization of UWB TEM horn antennas for GPR applications have been 
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studied in terms of the transient behavior and VSWR. The optimized TEM horn antenna was 

found to be optimal for GPR applications, because of its low reflections and ringing. GPR 

scenarios have been modeled and simulated including the antenna, earth environment, and 

simple scatterer. The scattered signal from the buried object was found by signal subtraction 

and it can be further used for inverse scattering and profiling. 

Design of an Ultrawide-Band TEM Horn Antenna With a Microstrip-Type Balun 

An exponentially tapered TEM horn antenna with a microstrip-type balun has been designed 

and manufactured. A microstrip-type balun is used to improve the VSWR performance of the 

TEM horn antenna. The measured result shows that the proposed TEM horn antenna has the 

frequency band of 67.94 to 1573.9 MHz for VSWR less than 2.0 and the bandwidth of the 

TEM horn antenna becomes more than three times comparing to that of a linearly tapered 

TEM horn. It is anticipated that this antenna is applicable to the EMC measurement and 

broad-band communication system. 

A Chebyshev Tapered TEM Horn Antenna 

TEM horn antennas have been used as wideband antennas for various applications. Typical 

applications for these antennas include EMC experiments, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 

and feeds for reflectors . These antennas have the advantages of wideband, no dispersion, 

unidirectional and easy construction. However it has the disadvantage of a large size. Several 

methods have been introduced to improve the performance of the antenna and reduce its size. 

Some researchers have tried to reduce the size of the antenna by resistive loading, but this 

reduces the antenna efficiency. One other solution is to modify the shapes of the plates. 

 An exponential TEM horn antenna with Chebyshev impedance taper is simulated and 

constructed. The results show, better matching at the feed point and over wide range of 

frequencies. In this design, impedance changes smoothly from the feed line to the antenna 

aperture. In comparison with exponential impedance taper, it has wider frequency band with 

improved VSWR less than 2. 

Design of TEM Horn Antennas for Impulse Radar 

 As it is well known, TEM horns are antennas that can be achieve wideband characteristics 

over multiple decades. This special characteristic of these antennas makes them really 

attractive for wideband radar/communication systems, where short time-domain pulses of a 

very wide frequency range are employed. Although these antennas have been investigated by 

a number of researchers over the last 25 years, as far as we know, there is very limited 

investigated using the multiple quarter-wavelength transformer technique which can be 

served as a design guide line. Antennas made and tested. Also in this paper the researchers 
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gives the guidelines for the design of TEM Horn antennas. The VSWR measurements have 

proved that the proposed design technique is successful because the VSWR has been kept 

three for more than decade frequency range, specially from 438MHz to 6.486GHz. 

 Modified TEM Horn Antenna for Broadband Applicatio ns 

The conventional TEM horn antenna introduces some fluctuations in the main lobe radiation 

pattern over the higher frequencies, i.e., 10- 14 GHz. This motivated us to propose a new 

method to remove the aforementioned impact by carving an arc shape to the open end of 

exponentially tapered plates. The associated curvature of this arc is optimized to completely 

remove the fluctuation. The measurement results show that the improved TEM horn antenna 

structure exhibits low VSWR as well as radiation pattern over 2-14 GHz frequency band. 

A modified TEM horn antenna structure is proposed. In spite of the conventional TEM horn 

antenna which suffers from fluctuations in the radiation pattern's main lobe over some part of 

frequency band, the proposed antenna is shown to have a smooth shape, as well as low 

VSWR. To do this, an arc shape is carved from the open end of exponentially tapered plates. 

The associated curvature of this arc is optimized to completely remove the aforementioned 

fluctuation. This is done by changing the field distribution at the antenna aperture over the 

frequency band, where in this fluctuation appears. The designed antenna has a small size, 

reduced weight and relatively high gain. As a result, the proposed antenna is well suited for 

broadband applications such as EMC and space borne applications. 

Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) horn antennas have been used as wideband antennas for 

various applications. Typical applications for these antennas include EMC experiments, 

Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), Free-space Time-Domain (FTD) measurement systems, 

and feeds for reflectors. 

This type of antenna has the advantages of wideband, no dispersion, unidirectional and easy 

construction. Several methods have been introduced to improve the performance of the 

antenna. In order to reduce the size of the antenna the Cornell 

Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) designed a TEM horn with nonuniform-line matching from 

50 - at the antenna throat to 377 - at the aperture. The nonuniform-line matching was 

achieved by forming the TEM horn plates into empirically determined tear-drop shapes. A 

small resistance-card termination was placed at the tip of the aperture to provide adequate 

current attenuation for a traveling wave. With these empirical modifications, the length of the 

TEM horn was reduced to 0.33λ with a reasonable reflection coefficient for the frequency 

range of 100 MHz to 2 GHz. 

One of the most important design goals for the TEM horn antenna is to attain the wide-band 
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characteristics. Researchers introduced the idea of improving the bandwidth by loading the 

TEM horn antenna with resistors. To reduce the distortion and the reflection at open end, 

researchers proposed the antenna with resistive sheet. Since, these antennas used resistive 

material, they had low efficiency.  

 An exponentially tapered TEM horn antenna with TEM double-ridged transition for the 2-

14GHz frequency band has been designed and manufactured. Although the proposed antenna 

has the capability to exhibit a low VSWR over a wide band of frequencies, it draws some 

fluctuations in the main lobe radiation pattern at some parts of the frequency bandwidth. 

Accordingly, a new method is proposed to compensate the aforementioned impact by carving 

an arc shape to the open end of exponentially tapered plates. The associated curvature of this 

arc is optimized to completely remove this fluctuation. The measurement results show that 

the improved TEM horn antenna structure exhibits low VSWR as well as good radiation 

pattern over 2-14 GHz frequency band which is useful for automated pattern measurement 

ranges, eliminating the need for time consuming measurement interruptions normally 

required to change the source antenna to accommodate different frequency bands. Modified 

antenna also has significant applications in impulse radar systems, detection of low-

observables, and test instrumentations in geological surveys. 

Design of an Ultrawide-Band TEM Horn Antenna With a Microstrip-Type Balun 

 For many years, the TEM horn antenna has been used for pulse radiation. Even though the 

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) horn antenna has been mainly used and appreciated in the 

time-domain, it is important to assess the characteristic of the TEM horn antenna in the 

frequency-domain. One of the most important design goals for the TEM horn is to attain the 

wide-band characteristic. To achieve this goal, many people have utilized different method. 

Kanda  introduced the idea of improving the bandwidth by loading the TEM horn antenna 

with resistors. Theodorou proposed the antenna with resistive pad. To re-duce the distortion 

and the reflection at open end, Shlager proposed the antenna with resistive sheet. However, 

these antennas used resistive material so that they had low efficiency. An alternative design 

method without using resistive material is necessary to resolve this problem. 

TEM horn antennas are usually fed by a coaxial line. In order to match the impedance of a 

TEM horn having a balanced structure to that of an unbalanced coaxial line, a balun is 

needed. The balun for a TEM horn requires wide-band characteristic to cover the whole 

frequency band needed for EMC measurement system. A wide-band balun between the 

coaxial line and the two wire has been examined by Duncan and Minerva . This model was 

based on the structure removing an angular section of the outer conductor of a coaxial line. A 
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wide-band balun from coaxial line to TEM line has been reported by Foster and Tun.  

In this paper, an exponentially tapered TEM horn antenna with a balun has been designed 

and manufactured. In the following section, the design method  for a TEM horn with the 

microstrip-type balun is discussed in detail. The characteristic of the designed antenna is 

analyzed in the frequency-domain. 

A Chebyshev Tapered TEM Horn Antenna 

The basic TEM horn antenna consists of two linear or exponential tapered metal plates. The 

spacing between the plates can be linear or exponential. Linear tapered antennas can be built 

easily in contrast to an exponential taper; however exponential taper has the advantage of 

smooth impedance variations. The antenna acts as a transformer to match the transmission 

line and the free space. The antenna can be assumed as a multistage impedance transformer. 

To increase the frequency band of VSWR< 2, the number of steps should be increased such 

that the impedance varies continuously and smoothly. An alternative is using tapered 

transmission line. 

      Among the various impedance tapers, Chebyshev has the preferred optimum 

characteristics. This taper has equal-amplitude minor lobes and is an optimum design in the 

sense that it gives the smallest minor-lobe amplitude for a fixed taper length and vice versa. 

In this model a Chebyshev impedance taper is used to match the characteristic impedance at 

the feed point to the impedance of free space at the antenna aperture. The impedance at each 

point of the antenna can be calculated by : 

��� � � �2� 	 12 � �2� cosh ��ϕ� ���� 	 �����coshπu�� cos π�n� � u�� � cosnπn sin np
∞

���
     �2.1! 

Where z is the normalized impedance at each point, Z� is the normalized load impedances 

which in this case is the intrinsic impedance of free space(377Ω),Z� is the characteristics 

impedance(50Ω) of the feed line, and L is the taper length. 

Research Gap 

The concept of antennas comes from the transmission lines because there basic structure 

consists of two linear or exponential tapered metal plates that are guided by a parallel two-

wire transmission line. As the TEM horn antennas from the transition of a parallel two wire 

transmission line to the free space, such structures can be considered as the extension of a 

parallel two wire transmission line. The amount of flaring and the length of the two-wire 

transmission line play the most important role in the wideband characteristics of the TEM 

Horn antenna. Therefore for designing the horn antenna two parameters should be taken into 
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considered i.e.amount of flaring plates and length.  

Knowing the above discussion we have several methods which are used to design the TEM 

Horn antennas. The fabrication processes of these antennas are quite complicated and the 

matching is not so good. Till now we have linear tapered technique, non-linear tapered 

technique, exponential  tapered technique etc available but there are some problems in these 

techniques like mismatching, main-lobe fluctuations and notches are present.   

Therefore new techniques having good matching, low power loss, no fluctuations and less 

complexity are needed.  

To understand the concept of Horn antenna, first we should have the knowledge of following 

fields: 

                          1.Transmission lines. 

                          2. Waveguides.   

                          3. Antennas Basics.  

A brief discussion is given towards transmission lines and waveguides as follows: 

TRANSMISSION LINES 

Electromagnetic energy, once generated in one place, has a natural tendency to spread in the 

whole space at a speed close to 300.000 Km/s. In telecommunications this behavior can be 

useful when the user position is not known in advance, as in a broadcasting system or in a 

cell phone network. In other applications, instead, electromagnetic energy must be transferred 

from one place to the other along a well defined path without any spreading at all: an 

example is the cabling of a building. In the most general terms, a transmission line is a 

system of metal conductors and/or dielectric insulating media that is capable of “guiding" the 

energy transfer between a generator and a load, irrespective (at least with a good 

approximation) of the bends that the line undergoes because of installation needs. From this 

point of view, a one dimensional propagation phenomenon takes place on a transmission line. 

There are many types of transmission lines.The various line types are used for different 

applications in specific frequency ranges. Striplines and microstrips are used only inside 

devices, such as amplifiers or filters, and their lengths never exceeds some centimeters. 

Twisted pairs and coaxial cables are used for cabling a building but coaxial cables can also be 

used for intercontinental communications. Hollow metal pipes, known as waveguides, are 

used to deliver large amounts of microwave power over short to moderate distance. 

Waveguides can also be made of dielectric materials only, as in the case of optical fibers. In 

this text we will deal only with structures consisting of two metal conductors, such as coaxial 
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cables, microstrips and striplines. These can be defined transmission lines in strict sense, 

whereas the others are more appropriately called metal or dielectric waveguides. More 

rigorously, all the structures of Fig. 3.1 are waveguides, but those of the first type are 

characterized by the fact that their fundamental propagation mode is TEM (transverse 

electromagnetic) - or quasi-TEM in the case of microstrips - since they consist of two 

conductors. This implies that they can be used also at very low frequency - even at dc - 

irrespective of their size. Waveguides, in general, have a lowest frequency of operation, 

which depends on their transverse size. In conclusion, transmission lines are waveguides 

whose behavior, at sufficiently low frequency, is related to the TEM mode only 

Transmission Line Equation: 
The two-conductor transmission line supports a TEM wave; that is ,the electric and magnetic 

fields on the line are perpendicular to each other and transverse to the direction of wave 

propagation. An important property of TEM waves is that the fields "#$ and %##$ are uniquely 

related to voltage V and current I, respectively                                        

                              & � � ' "#$. (�$      ;            * � + %##$. (�$         … … … … . . �3.1!   
lets us examine an incremental p[ortion of length ∆� of a two-conductor transmission line. 

We intend to find an equivalent circuit for this line and derive the line equations. The model 

in figure 3.2 is in terms of line parameters R,L,G and C and may be represent any of the two 

conductor line of transmission line 

 

 ∆z                       i(z,t)        L∆z                 R∆z                           i(Z+∆z,t) 

   

                                          v(z,t)                                   C∆z          G∆z          v(z+ ∆z ,t) 

   

(a)                                               (b) 

( a) Element ∆ z of a coaxial cable. The surface used to define L is shown      dashed.  ( b) Equivalent circuit. 

 

Using kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws and put ∆� / 0 , we get  

 � 12�3,5!13 � 6*��, 7! 	 8 19�3,5!15        … … … … . . �3.2!   

 

-
:*��, 7!:� � ;&��, 7! 	 < :&��, 7!:7         … … … . �3.3! 
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If we assume harmonic time dependence the above equations can be written as: 

� (&(� � �6 	 =>8!*                           … … … … �3.4! 

 

� (*(� � �; 	 =><!&                            … … … �3.5! 

Secod derivative of above equation (�&(�� � �6 	 =>8!�; 	 =><!&        … … … �3.6! 

Or (�&(�� � B�& � 0                              … … … … . �3.7! 

Where  B �  D 	 =E � ��6 	 =>8!�; 	 =><!      … … . �3.8! 

And  (�*(�� �  B�* � 0                                … … … … . �3.9! 

 

Equation 3.7 and 3.9 are the wave equations for voltage and current respectively. 

In =n 3.8 the γ is the propagation constant (in meter), α is the attenuation 

constant(decibels per meter) and β is the phase constant(radian per meter).  

The wavelength and wave velocity are respectively given by  

H �  2�E                                         … … … … … . . . �3.10! 

 

I � >E � JH                                                     … … �3.11! 

The characteristic impedance Z� of the line is the ratio of the positive travelling 

voltage wave to the current wave at any point on the line 

 

�K � &KL*KL � &KM*KM �  6 	 =>8B � B; 	 =><     … . . �3.12! 

 

Or  

�K �  NOLPQRSLPQT � 6K 	 =UK                 … … . . �3.13) 
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Where Ro and Xo are the real and imaginary parts of Zo. 

Special cases 

Lossless Line (R=G=0) 

  A transmission line is said to be lossless if the conductors of the line are perfect i.e σc = ∞ and 

dielectric medium separating them is lossless. 

The necessary condition for lossless line is 

             R=0=G                         ………..(3.14) 

For such line  D � 0 ,   B � =E � =>√8<                       … … … … … �3.15! 

I � >E � 1√8< � JH                               … … … … … … �3.16! 

UK � 0, �K � 6K �  W8<                … … … … … . . �3.17! 

Distortionless line(R/L = G/C) 

A distortionless line is one in which the attenuation constant α is frequency independent 

while the phase constant β is linearly dependent on frequency. 

The necessary condition for this is 68 � ;<                   … … … … … . . �3.18! 

For distortionless line  

B � W6; �1 	 =>86 � �1 	 =><; !   
B � D 	 =E 

Or  D � √6; ;          E � >√8<    … … … … �3.19! 

Also  

�K � W6�1 	 =>8/6!;�1 	 =></;! � 6K 	 YUK     … … … … . �3.20! 

3.1.3 Input Impedance, Standing Wave Ratio and Power: 

        1. Input Impedance  

              �Z� � 2[�3!9[�3! 

�Z� � �K \]^L]_ `ab cd]_L]^ `ab cde(Lossy)                                ………..(3.21)     
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�Z� � �K \]^LP]_ `ab fd]_LP]^ `ab fde(Lossless)                         ………..(3.22) 

Standing wave Ratio(SWR) 

      g � 2hij2hkl � 9hij9hkl � �L|no|�M|no|                       … … … … … . �3.23! 

 Where Γl is the reflection coefficient and is given by 

pd � �R � �K�R � �K                               … … … … … … … . . �3.24! 

      Γ= -1 : maximum negative reflection, when the line is short-circuited 

      Γ= 0 : no reflection, when the line is perfectly matched 

      Γ= +1 : maximum positive reflection, when the line is open-circuited 

Average input power  

The average input power at a distance l from the load is given by 

qrst � 12 6uv&w��!*wx��!y 
qrst � |&KL|�2�K �1 � |p|!�                        … … … … … �3.25! 

Special cases 

1. Shorted line.  

ZL=0 

For this case  �zT � �9{|]^�| � =�K tan E�       … … … … . . �3.26! pd �  �1       ;    g�6 �  ∞     … … … … … . . �3.27! 

2. Open-circuited line. 

 ZL=∞ 

 For this case  

��T � lim]^/| �Z� � �K= tan E� � �=�K cot E�     … … … �3.28! 

Note �zT��T � �K�                                               … … … … … �3.29! 

 

Matched line 

ZL = Zo 
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The most desired case from the practical point of view is the matched line

For this case  

                                                 

And                                        Γ

Impedance Matching on Transmission Line

 When  the impedance of a load is not same as the characteristic impedance of the 

transmission line, there is  reflected wave, and all the forward going power is dissipate

is called impedance mismatching. There are various ways to achieve this impedance 

matching and we will discuss some of them below

Quarter-Wave Transformer

A quarter wave transformer, like low

of the load to another value so that matching is possible.

  

Fig 3.3 A quarter-wave transformer uses a section of line of characteristic impedance 

When  L = λ/4 or βl = (2π

That is 

 

WAVEGUIDES 

Waveguide is a hallow conducting tube to transmit E.M. waves at high frequencies.

There are two forms of waveguides: 1. Rectangular waveguide  2. Circular wave 

guide. Here only rectangular waveguide is discussed.

         Rectangular waveguide

 

 
 

                                                                                                                             

most desired case from the practical point of view is the matched line 

                                                 Zin = ZO                         ………………..(3.30)

And                                        ΓL = 0   ;    SWR = 1              ……………(3.31)

e Matching on Transmission Line 

When  the impedance of a load is not same as the characteristic impedance of the 

transmission line, there is  reflected wave, and all the forward going power is dissipate

is called impedance mismatching. There are various ways to achieve this impedance 

matching and we will discuss some of them below 

Wave Transformer 

A quarter wave transformer, like low-frequency transformers, changes the impedance 

to another value so that matching is possible. 

wave transformer uses a section of line of characteristic impedance 

Zo=λ/4 

βl = (2π/λ)(λ/4) = π/2, we have  

 

Waveguide is a hallow conducting tube to transmit E.M. waves at high frequencies.

There are two forms of waveguides: 1. Rectangular waveguide  2. Circular wave 

rectangular waveguide is discussed. 

Rectangular waveguide 

                                                                                                                                                     25 

………………..(3.30) 

= 0   ;    SWR = 1              ……………(3.31) 

When  the impedance of a load is not same as the characteristic impedance of the 

transmission line, there is  reflected wave, and all the forward going power is dissipated that 

is called impedance mismatching. There are various ways to achieve this impedance 

frequency transformers, changes the impedance 

 

wave transformer uses a section of line of characteristic impedance 

  

Waveguide is a hallow conducting tube to transmit E.M. waves at high frequencies. 

There are two forms of waveguides: 1. Rectangular waveguide  2. Circular wave 
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                                                Rectangular waveguide 
 

Characteristics and properties of rectangular 

waveguide 

Consider the rectangular waveguide as shown in fig3.6 

having conductivity σ with perfect dielectric such as air, 

of magnetic permeability µ and permittivity ε 

Assuming that the variations in Z direction may 

where B � D$ 	 =E$ is be expressed as uMc3  

propagation constant 

Wave equation can be written as :�%3:�� 	 :�%3:�� 	 B�%3 � �>���%3                     … … … . �3.38! 

Similarly  

 :�"3:�� 	 :�"3:�� 	 B�"3 � �>���"3                       … … … . �3.38!  
Assume J=0 Maxwell’s equation becomes 

∆ � %##$ �  � :"#$:7 � =>�"#$                          … … … … … … … �3.39! 

∆ � "#$ �  �� :%##$:7 � =>�%##$                   … … … … … … . �3.40! 

The above equations give the relationships among the fields within the guide. 

We can divide the field configuration within the guide into two sets: 

(i) Transverse magnetic mode(TM) 

(ii)  Transverse electric mode (TE) 

The boundary conditions are  

                                                  Ex=EZ=0 at y=0 and y=b 

                                                  EY=EZ=0 at x=o and x=a 
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Transverse magnetic mode(TM) 

For the TM mode, the magnetic field has its components transverse(or normal) to 

the direction of wave propagation. This implies that we set HZ=0 and determine 

Ex, EY, EZ, HX  and HY  by using 3.41-3.43 and boundary conditions. 

We know[12]          "]��, �, �! � ��������� 	 ��������!�������� 	 ���������uMc3  �3.41�!         %]��, �, �! � ��������� 	 ��������!�������� 	 ���������uMc3   �3.41�! 

Using above boundary conditions we get "] � "K������ ������uMc]                                                        … … �3.42! 

 

sinKxa = 0  ,        sinKyb = 0 

therefore 

                               Kxa =mπ              ;    m=1,2,3….. 

                              Kyb = nπ              ;    n= 1,2,3…… 

Therefore =n 3.45 becomes 

"] � "K sin ����� � sin ����� � uMc]          … … … … … … … … … . �3.43! 

Similarly other field components obtained from 3.46 and 3.41-3.43, bearing in mind that HZ 

= 0. Thus  

"� � � B�� ���� � "K cos ����� � sin ����� � uMc3             … … … … … … .3.44 

"� � � B�� ���� � "K sin ����� � cos ����� � uMc3             … … … … … … .3.45 

%� � =>��� ���� � "K sin ����� � cos ����� � uMc3             … … … … … … .3.46 

%� � � =>��� ���� � "K cos ����� � sin ����� � uMc3             … … … … … … .3.47 

     Where 

                                           �� � ��� 	 ��� � \��r e� 	 \��� e�   
 

Transverse Electric mode (TE) 

In this case we have EZ = 0, entire solution can be obtained in the same manner as 

in case of TM mode. 
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Using boundary conditions and =n 3.44b we have 

 %3 � %K cos ����r � cos ����� � uMc3            … … … … … … … … . . �3.48!   

 

Where Ho = B1B3, other field components are given by 

"� � =>��� ���� � %K cos ����� � sin ����� � uMc3    … … … … … . �3.49! 

"� � � =>��� ���� � %K sin ����� � cos ����� � uMc3    … … … … … . �3.50! 

%� � B�� ���� � %K sin ����� � cos ����� � uMc3           … … … … … . �3.51! 

%� � B�� ���� � %K cos ����� � sin ����� � uMc3            … … … … … . �3.52! 

propagation constant , Cut-off Frequency , Velocity And Wave Impedance For TM  and 

TE mode 

propagation constant (�): 

we know  �� � B� 	 >��� 

The propagation constant is given by  

B � W���� �� 	 ���� �� � >���                       … … … … … … . . �3.53! 

               =  α + jβ                                             …………………(3.54 

 Cut-off frequency 

                                                  J� � ��√�  N��r �� 	 �����                            … … … … … … … . . �3.56! 

   Cut-off Wavelength 

                                      H� � �¡¢                         

   Therefore                                                    H� � �N�hi �£L�l¤�£                       … … … … … … … … … … �3.57! 

     Velocity of propagation                                     & � Qf �  QNQ£� M �h¥i �£M �l¥¤ �£                        … … … … … … … … … . �3.58! 
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  The above formulae are used for both TM and TE mode. There is difference in 

wave impedance. 

Wave impedance(η>) 

It is the ratio of transverse component of "#$ and transverse component of %##$ 

For TE mode 

 ¦Q � § ©̈ªil[«©ªil[§ �  Q�f  

¦Q �  ¦¡
W1 � � HH���                        … … … … … … … … … �3.59! 

Where  

              ¦¡ � N�  

For TM mode 

¦Q � ¦¡W1 � � HH���                           … … … … … … … … . . �3.60! 

      Cavity Resonators 

When another conducting plate is kept at a distance of multiple of λg/2 then the 

hallow space so formed can support a signal which bounces back and forth 

between the two conducting plates; this results in resonance and the configuration 

so formed is called cavity resonators.   

 

                                   Rectangular cavity resonator 

The frequency of oscillations is  

J¬ � &K2 W��� �� 	  ����� 	  ��� ��              … … … … … … … … … … . . �3.61! 
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 The integers m , n , p represent half wavelength variations along x , y, z directions 

respectively 

BASICS OF ANTENNA 

Antennas are three-dimensional and live in a world of beam area, steradians, square degrees, 

and solid angle. Antennas have impedances (self and mutual). They couple to all of space and 

have a temperature measured in kelvins. Antennas have polarizations: linear, elliptical, and 

circular. 

Antenna parameters 

A radio antenna may be defined as the structure associated with the region of transition 

between a guided wave and a free-space wave, or vice versa. Antennas convert electrons to 

photons, or vice versa.Regardless of antenna type, all involve the same basic principle that 

radiation is produced by accelerated (or decelerated) charge. 

Antenna is an electrical conductor or system of conductors which converts electrical energy   

into electromagnetic energy and vice-versa either in the form of a transmitter or a receiver. 

      Transmitter - Radiates electromagnetic energy into space. 

       Receiver - Collects electromagnetic energy from space. 

      The IEEE definition of an antenna as given by Stutsman and Thiele is, “That part of a 

transmitting or receiving system that is designed to radiate or receive electromagnetiWaves”. 

The major parameters associated with an antenna are defined in the following sections 

Antenna Gain 

Gain is a measure of the ability of the antenna to direct the input power into radiation in a 

particular direction and is measured at the peak radiation intensity. Consider the power 

density radiated by an isotropic antenna with input power P0 at a distance R which is given by 

S = P0G/4πR2. An isotropic antenna radiates equally in all directions, and its radiated power 

density S is found by dividing the radiated power by the area of the sphere 4πR2[11]. An 

isotropic radiator is considered to be 100% efficient. The gain of an actual antenna increases 

the power density in the direction of the peak radiation: 

                 � ®¯°±²³´ �  |µ|´¶   ¯· |µ| � ³̧ N®¯°¶±²  � �¶         … … … … … … … … … . �¹. º¹! 

 

 

Gain is achieved by directing the radiation away from other parts of the radiation sphere. In 

general, gain is defined as the gain-biased pattern of the antenna. 
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�», ¼! � ®¯°�», ¼!±²³´                 ½¯¾¿· À¿ÁÂÃÄÅ          … … … … . . �¹. º±! 

 

 Æ�», ¼! � ®¯°�», ¼!±²                 ·ÇÀÃÇÄÃ¯Á ÃÁÄ¿ÁÂÃÄÅ              … … … … . . �¹. ºÈ! 

 

      Antenna Efficiency 

The surface integral of the radiation intensity over the radiation sphere divided by the input 

power P0 is a measure of the relative power radiated by the antenna, or the antenna efficiency. 

 ®·®¯ �  É É °�», ¼!±²²
Ê

´²
Ê   ÂÃÁ» À» À¼ � ¶¿            ¿ËËÃÌÃ¿ÁÌÅ           … … … … . . �¹. ºº! 

 

Where Pr is the radiated power[11]. Material losses in the antenna or reflected power due to 

poor impedance match reduce the radiated power. 

     Effective Area 

Antennas capture power from passing waves and deliver some of it to the terminals. Given 

the power density of the incident wave and the effective area of the antenna, the power 

delivered to the terminals is the product. ®À �  Í¿ËË         … … … … … … … . . �¹. ºÎ! 

 For an aperture antenna such as a horn, parabolic reflector, or flat-plate array, effective area is     

physical area multiplied by aperture efficiency [11]. In general, losses due to material, 

distribution, and mismatch reduce the ratio of the effective area to the physical area. Typical 

estimated aperture efficiency for a parabolic reflector is 55%. Even antennas with infinitesimal 

physical areas, such as dipoles, have effective areas because they remove power from passing 

waves. 

Directivity  

        Directivity is a measure of the concentration of radiation in the direction of the 

maximum. 

ÀÃ·¿ÌÄÃÏÃÄÅ �  ÐÇÑÃÐÒÐ ·ÇÀÃÇÄÃ¯Á ÃÁÄ¿ÁÂÃÄÅÇÏ¿·ÇÓ¿ ·ÇÀÃÇÄÃ¯Á ÃÁÄ¿ÁÂÃÄÅ � ÆÐÇÑÆÊ   … . �¹. ºÔ! 

Directivity and gain differ only by the efficiency, but directivity is easily estimated from 

patterns. Gain—directivity times efficiency—must be measured. The average radiation 
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intensity can be found from a surface integral over the radiation sphere of the radiation 

intensity divided by 4π, the area of the sphere in steradians: 

ÇÏÓ ·ÇÀÃÇÄÃ¯Á ÃÁÄ¿ÁÂÃÄÅ �  ±̧² É É Æ�», ¼!²
Ê

´²
Ê   ÂÃÁ» À» À¼ � ÆÊ  … . �¹. ºÕ! 

 

This is the radiated power divided by the area of a unit sphere. The radiation intensity 

U(θ,φ)  separates into a sum of co- and cross-polarization components: 

 

ÆÊ �  ±̧Ö É É vÆÌ�×, Ø! 	 ÆÑ�×, Ø!y²
Ê

´²
Ê   ÂÃÁ» À» À¼       … … … … … … . �¹. ÎÊ! 

 

Both co- and cross-polarization directivities can be defined: 

 

ÀÃ·¿ÌÄÃÏÃÄÅÌ �  ÆÌ, ÐÇÑÆÊ ÀÃ·¿ÌÃÄÏÃÄÅÑ   �  ÆÑ,ÐÇÑÆÊ        … … … . . �¹. Î¸! 

 

Directivity can also be defined for an arbitrary direction D(θ,φ) as radiation intensity  divided by 

the average radiation intensity. But when the coordinates angle are not specified, we calculate 

directivity at Umax [11]. 

 Path Loss 

We combine the gain of the transmitting antenna with the effective area of the receiving 

antenna to determine delivered power and path loss.  path loss is given by. ®À®Ä �  Í´°¸�», ¼!±²³´           … … … … … … �¹. Î´! 

 

Antenna 1 transmits, and antenna 2 receives. If the materials in the antennas are linear and 

isotropic, the transmitting and receiving patterns are identical. When we consider antenna 2 as 

the transmitting antenna and antenna 1 as the receiving antenna, the path loss is ®À®Ä �  Í¸°¸�», ¼!±²³´           … … … … … … … … … … … �¹. Î¹! 

We make quick evaluations of path loss for various units of distance R and for frequency f in 

megahertz using the formula 

where KU depends on the length units. 
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½ÇÄÙ Ú¯ÂÂ�ÀÛ! � ÜÒ 	 ´Ê Ú¯Ó�Ë³! � °¸�ÀÛ! � °´�ÀÛ! 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

                                                Ku at different units 

 

   Input Impedance 

The input impedance of an antenna is defined as “the impedance presented by an antenna at its 

terminals or the ratio of the voltage to the current at the pair of terminals or the ratio of the 

appropriate components of the electric to magnetic fields at a point”[11]. Hence the impedance 

of the antenna can be written as given below. ÝÃÁ � ³ÞÁ 	 ßàÃÁ  … … … … … … … … … . . �¹. Î±! 

where , 

Zinis the antenna impedance at the terminals. 

Rin is the antenna resistance at the terminals 

 X in is the antenna reactance at the terminals 

Antenna Factor 

The engineering community uses an antenna connected to a receiver such as a spectrum 

analyzer, a network analyzer, or an RF voltmeter to measure field strength E. Most of the time 

these devices have a load resistor ZL that matches the antenna impedance. 

The incident field strength Ei equals antenna factor AF times the received voltage Vrec[11]. 

We relate this to the antenna effective height: 

Íá �  µÃâ·¿Ì � Ù́            … … … … … … … … . . �¹. ÎÈ! 

 

AF has units meter
−1

 but is often given as dB(m
−1

). 

 If we assume that the antenna is aligned with the electric field; in other words, the antenna 

polarization is the electric field component measured: 

Unit Kä 

Km 32.45 

Nm 37.80 

Miles 36.58 

M -27.55 

Ft -37.87 
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Íá � W ¶åæÍ¿ËË � ç̧ W ±²åæ °          … … … … … … … . �¹. Îº! 

 

This measurement may be corrupted by a poor impedance match to the receiver and any cable 

loss between the antenna and receiver that reduces the voltage and reduces the calculated field 

strength.   

Return Loss 

It is a parameter which indicates the amount of power that is “lost” to the load and does not 

return as a reflection. Hence the RL is a parameter to indicate how well the matching between 

the transmitter and antenna has taken place. Simply put it is the���of an antenna. A graph 

of��� of an antenna vs frequency is called its return loss curve. For optimum working such a 

graph must show a dip at the operating frequency and have a minimum dB value at this 

frequency. This parameter was found to be of crucial importance to our project as we sought to 

adjust the antenna dimensions for a fixed operating frequency (ex. 1.8 GHz). 

Radiation Pattern 

The radiation pattern of an antenna is a plot of the far-field radiation properties of an antenna as 

a function of the spatial co-ordinates which are specified by the elevation angle (θ) and the 

azimuth angle (φ). More specifically it is a plot of the power radiated from an antenna per unit 

solid angle which is nothing but the radiation intensity[10]. It can be plotted as a 3D graph or as 

a 2D polar or Cartesian slice of this 3D graph. It is an extremely parameter as it shows the 

antenna’s directivity as well as gain at various points in space. It serves as the signature of an 

antenna and one look at it is often enough to realize the antenna that produced it.This parameter 

is measured by Science Tech Antenna Trainer kit. 

    Beamwidth  

Beamwidth of an antenna is easily determined from its 2D radiation pattern and is also a very 

important parameter. Beamwidth is the angular separation of the half-power points of the 

radiated pattern.  

Antenna apertures 

The concept of aperture is most simply introduced by considering a receiving antenna. 

Suppose that the receiving antenna is a rectangular electromagnetic horn immersed in the 

field of a uniform plane wave as suggested in Fig. 3.12. Let the Poynting vector, or power 

density, of the plane wave be S watts per square meter and the area, or physical aperture of 
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the horn, be Ap square meters. If the horn extracts all the power from the wave over its entire 

physical aperture, then the total power P absorbed from the wave is 

 

q � "�� Aé � g�ê              … … … … … … … … … … … … . . �3.77! 

Thus, the electromagnetic horn may be regarded as having an aperture, the total power it 

extracts from a passing wave being proportional to the aperture or area of its mouth. But the 

field response of the horn is NOT uniform across the aperture A because E at the sidewalls 

must equal zero. Thus, the effective aperture Ae of the horn is less than the physical aperture 

Ap as given by 

 

                     ëìí � îïîð         … … … . . �3.78! 

where εAP =aperture efficiency. 

For horn and parabolic reflector antenna, aperture efficiencies are commonly in the range of 

50 to 80% (0.5 ≤ εAP ≤ 0.8). Large dipole or patch arrays with uniform field to the edges of 

the physical aperture may attain higher aperture efficiencies approaching 100%. However, to 

reduce sidelobes, fields are commonly tapered toward the edges, resulting in reduced aperture 

efficiency. 

Horn Antennas 

The horn antenna derives its name from the characteristic flared appearance. The flared 

portion can be square, rectangular, cylindrical or conical. The direction of maximum 

radiation corresponds with the axis of the horn. It is easily fed with a waveguide, but can be 

fed with a coaxial cable and a proper transition. Horn antennas are commonly used as the 

active element in a dish antenna. The horn is pointed toward the center of the dish reflector. 

The use of a horn, rather than a dipole antenna or any other type of antenna, at the focal point 

of the dish minimizes loss of energy around the edges of the dish reflector. At 2.4 GHz, a 

simple horn antenna made with a tin can has a gain in the order of 10 - 15 dBi. 

Types of Horn 

Horn antennas are popular in the microwave band (above 1 GHz). Horns provide high gain, 

low VSWR (with waveguide feeds), relatively wide bandwidth, and they are not difficult to 

make. 

 There are two types of Horn:  

                                              1.Rectangular Horn                                                
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                                              2. Circular Horn 

Here only rectangular horn is briefly discussed. 

 Rectangular Horn 

Rectangular Horn is one in which the aperture is in rectangle form.there are three basic types 

of rectangular Horn . 

The horns can be also flared exponentially. This provides better matching in a broad 

frequency band, but is technologically more difficult and expensive.The rectangular horns are 

ideally suited for rectangular waveguide feeders. The horn acts as a gradual transition from a 

waveguide mode to a free-space mode of the EM wave. When the feeder is a cylindrical 

waveguide, the antenna is usually a conical horn. 

 Why is it necessary to consider the horns separately instead of applying the theory of 

waveguide aperture antennas directly? It is because the so-called phase error occurs due to 

the difference between the lengths from the center of the feeder to the center of the horn 

aperture and the horn edge. This makes the uniform-phase aperture results invalid for the 

horn apertures. 

The principle of equality of path length(Fermat’s principle) is applicable to the horn design 

but with a different emphasis. Instead of requiring a constant phase across the horn mouth,the 

requirement is relaxed to one where the phase may deviate , but by less than a specified 

amout δ , equal to the path length difference between a ray traveling along the side and along 

axis of the horn. 

Optimum Horn Dimensions 

optimumδ 

ñK � 8cos �ò/2! � 8      … … … … … … … … … … �3.82! 

Optimum length  

       8 � ñKcos �ò/2!1 � cos �ò/2!   … … … … … … … �3.83! 

 

Design guidelines 

In order to fulfil all the design requirements and finally achieve to complete the design,we 

need to follow the following four steps: 

The plate length  

Generally,TEM Horn antennas act as high pass filters with cut off frequency determined from 

the conductor plate length. For a given frequency range, the lowest frequency component 
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when no resistive loading is used, determines the antenna length. In multiple quarter 

wavelength transformer, it is a common practice to match the “input” to “load” impedance by 

using line length atleast 1λ(4λ/4 sections) long. 

impedance variance along the conductor length 

 The most important design goal for TEM Horn antenna is to determination of the impedance 

variation from the design “feed” to “mouth” or “free space”. In order to achieve this goal we 

utilize different types of techniques. The simplest technique is to calculate the impedance 

variation along the conductor’s length(i.e. the lowest operational frequency coponent) one 

can divide this length into λ/4 for higher frequencies.  

                                         Zx =Zin{(ZL+jZ INtanβx)/(ZIN + jZLtanβx)}  

When x=λ/4, then tanβx = tan(π/2) = � and the line impedance impedance bcomes  

                                                            ZIN = Z2/ZL or Zx =√(ZINZL) 

Gap between the plates 

 Calculating the characteristics impedance to vary smoothly (i.e exponentially) along the 

conductor length is a very important design step but not a full solution. The conductor plate 

spacing is also also a very important design consideration that need to be taken into account 

carefully. The conductor plates spacing at the “feed” point should be comparable to the 

spacing of the inner and outer conductor of the attached coaxial cable. The conductor plate 

spacing at the “mouth” should be at least half wavelength (λ/2) long. As zero reflection 

coefficient is very difficult to achieved. In case that we have reflected waves we need to 

minimize them. 

However if the exponentially tapered transition is atleast half wavelength (λ/2) long the 

reflections with cover at 2π range in phase and will added vertically to a very small value. 

Generally we have two types of spacing taper  linear and exponentially. The linear taper has 

the advantage of ease consruction in contrast to exponential whereas the exponential has the 

very important geometrical characteristics of physically introducing very small impedence 

discontinuity.  For this reason the exponential taper is extremely important and should be 

used in th TEM horn antenna deign.  � � Euó� 
Where y is a the taper,x is the conductor length and α-β are constants 

Width of conducting plates 
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The last step in the design process appears to be the calculation of the conductor plate width. 

Knowing all other antenna dimensions the plate width can be calculated as follows[2]:

 

Where  

  y(x) is taper spacing and 

 Horn antennas are most common at microwave frequencies. Horn antennas are very 

practical for space applications. Horn antennas are used when the power gain needed is 

moderate. The horn is widely used as the feed element for large radio astronomy, satellite 

tracking and communication dishes, found installed throughout the world. In addition to its 

utility as a feed for reflectors and lenses it is a common element of pha

as universal standard for the calibration and gain measurements of the other high gain 

antennas. Its widespread applicability stems from its simplicity in construction, ease of 

excitation, versatility, large gain and preferred overal

 A  TEM horn antenna structure is proposed. In spite of the conventional TEM horn antenna 

which suffers from fluctuations in the radiation pattern's main lobe over some part of 

frequency band, the proposed antenna is shown to have a smooth s

VSWR. This is done by changing the field distribution at the antenna aperture over the 

frequency band, wherein this fluctuation appears. The designed antenna has a small size, 

reduced weight and relatively high gain. As a result, the p

broadband applications such as EMC and space borne applications.oil, water well monitoring, 

in air tracking radars. 

Future Work 

The TEM Horn antenna can be designed in 

with the proposed antenna designed in the project.

proposed project antenna, the antenna can be designed in the 

taper in which the length of the antenna flares is divided into three segments as shown in

4.14. This is employed to remove ripples in the antenna main

Horn Antenna return loss. 

 

 
   
 
                                                        Three segmented TEM Horn Antenna

 

                                                                                                                             

The last step in the design process appears to be the calculation of the conductor plate width. 

Knowing all other antenna dimensions the plate width can be calculated as follows[2]:

Z(x) is section impedance of conductor

Horn antennas are most common at microwave frequencies. Horn antennas are very 

practical for space applications. Horn antennas are used when the power gain needed is 

moderate. The horn is widely used as the feed element for large radio astronomy, satellite 

tracking and communication dishes, found installed throughout the world. In addition to its 

utility as a feed for reflectors and lenses it is a common element of phased arrays, and serves 

as universal standard for the calibration and gain measurements of the other high gain 

antennas. Its widespread applicability stems from its simplicity in construction, ease of 

excitation, versatility, large gain and preferred overall performance. 

A  TEM horn antenna structure is proposed. In spite of the conventional TEM horn antenna 

which suffers from fluctuations in the radiation pattern's main lobe over some part of 

frequency band, the proposed antenna is shown to have a smooth shape, as well as low 

VSWR. This is done by changing the field distribution at the antenna aperture over the 

frequency band, wherein this fluctuation appears. The designed antenna has a small size, 

reduced weight and relatively high gain. As a result, the proposed antenna is well suited for 

broadband applications such as EMC and space borne applications.oil, water well monitoring, 

The TEM Horn antenna can be designed in corrugated fasion also and comparing the result 

the proposed antenna designed in the project. For more better performance of the 

proposed project antenna, the antenna can be designed in the non-uniform exponential 

in which the length of the antenna flares is divided into three segments as shown in

4.14. This is employed to remove ripples in the antenna main-lobes while preserving TEM 

Three segmented TEM Horn Antenna 
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The last step in the design process appears to be the calculation of the conductor plate width. 

Knowing all other antenna dimensions the plate width can be calculated as follows[2]: 

Z(x) is section impedance of conductor 

Horn antennas are most common at microwave frequencies. Horn antennas are very 

practical for space applications. Horn antennas are used when the power gain needed is 

moderate. The horn is widely used as the feed element for large radio astronomy, satellite 

tracking and communication dishes, found installed throughout the world. In addition to its 

sed arrays, and serves 

as universal standard for the calibration and gain measurements of the other high gain 

antennas. Its widespread applicability stems from its simplicity in construction, ease of 

A  TEM horn antenna structure is proposed. In spite of the conventional TEM horn antenna 

which suffers from fluctuations in the radiation pattern's main lobe over some part of 

hape, as well as low 

VSWR. This is done by changing the field distribution at the antenna aperture over the 

frequency band, wherein this fluctuation appears. The designed antenna has a small size, 

roposed antenna is well suited for 

broadband applications such as EMC and space borne applications.oil, water well monitoring, 

fasion also and comparing the result 

For more better performance of the 

uniform exponential 

in which the length of the antenna flares is divided into three segments as shown in fig 

lobes while preserving TEM 
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